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Announcements

� Graded project reports will be returned to you 

this weekend

� HW3 will be released by end of this weekend

� HW3 due date : Nov 30 (Friday : 11:59pm)

� You have roughly 3 weeks to finish it
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Announcement from Last Lecture : 

Intermediate Report II

� 20% of the Final project grade

� Intermediate Report II will be Oral

� Everything related with your project is fair game, 
including theory related with algorithms you are 
using

� You need to have the first version of end to end 
system ready including UI

� Prototype Demo should be running in Amazon or 
your web server 
� Please get help from Morgan if you need help on this

� No report required, just show up!
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Intermediate Report II Meeting Signup

� Intermediate Report II signup tonight right after class

� Available dates and times

� Nov 14 – 10 AM to 4pm

� Nov 16 – 10 AM to 5pm

� Nov 21– 10 AM to 4pm

� Send email with 3 preferred times – 20 min slots

� Email to me smaskey@cs

� And Morgan mulinski@cs

� Use the header : “Intermediate Report II Meetings”

� If you are a team you need to sign up for

� 30 min time slot – 2 person team

� 40 min time slot – 3 person team

� Random assignments on collision
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Heads Up : New Course

“Data Science and Technology Entrepreneurship”

Wednesdays 4:10 to 6pm

B8848-01 – Business School Course ID

CS6998  - Computer Science Course ID

MBA student + CS student pairs/teams 

+Offered jointly across two schools!
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Topic for Today

� Machine Translation
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Machine Translation
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Machine Translation
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Machine Translation



10Approximation : may not be 100% accurate
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Machine Translation

� Machine Translation is useful

� Text to Text translation

� Difficult

� Speech to Speech translation

� Very challenging

� Classic NLP problem

� Still an unsolved problem
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Bit of History and Early Hopes

� One of the first computer application

� Warren Weaver (1949): “I have a text in front of me which is written 
in Russian but I am going to pretend that it is really written in English and that it 
has been coded in some strange symbols. All I need to do is strip off the code in 
order to retrieve the information contained in the text.”

� 1952 – MIT Conference on MT

� 1959 : IBM’s Mark I

� 1976 : Systran

� Until 1989 rule based approaches dominated

� 1989 : IBM introduces Statistical MT

� 1999 : JHU Workshop – open source SMT model
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Why is it Difficult?

� Natural Language is complex

� Ambiguities

� Structure

� Context dependent

� Domain dependent

� Word ordering is difficult

� 2 in 1

� Natural Language Understanding

� Natural Language Generation
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MT Methods

� Rule Based Approaches
� Manually generated rules

� Time consuming

� Expensive

� Not easily adaptable

� Statistical Data Driven Approach
� Need parallel corpus

� Easy adaptation to new languages and domain

� Difficult to model complex language phenomena
� Word Based

� Phrase Based

� Syntax Based
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Rule-Based vs. Statistical MT

� Rule-based MT:
� Hand-written transfer rules

� Rules can be based on lexical or structural transfer

� Pro: firm grip on complex translation phenomena

� Con: Often very labor-intensive -> lack of robustness

� Statistical MT
� Mainly word or phrase-based translations

� Translation are learned from actual data

� Pro: Translations are learned automatically

� Con: Difficult to model complex translation phenomena
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Corpus Based Statistical MT Architecture

Picture from [2]
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Parallel Corpus

1. i mean what are we doing 

penny pinching 

2. where are you going to get it 

from 

3. clearly a consequence of 

extending the reference periods 

would be to increase the 

flexibility available to 

companies 

4. in the final vote we chose in 

spite of our hesitations to vote 

in favour of the report

5. .

6. .

7. . 

1. ich meine was machen wir denn

wollen wir sparen

2. woher wollen sie es nehmen

3. durch die ausweitung der

bezugszeitrume wrde den 

unternehmen deutlich mehr

flexibilitt zugestanden

4. in der schlussabstimmung haben 

wir jedoch trotz unserer zweifel 

dem bericht zugestimmt

5. .

6. .

7. .

English German
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Transfer Levels

From [1]

Translation

Models
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Statistical Translation Model

� Given a source sentence you want the best 
translation in the target language

� We can frame translation as a noisy channel model

� Formally

GivenE = e1, e2, , el and F = f1, f2, f3, , fm

E
= argmaxEP (E|F )

Translation

Models Language Model

= argmaxE
P (F |E)P (E)

P (F )

= argmaxEP (F |E)P (E)
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How Do We Get Translation Model?

� We first need to figure out what source word 

translates to what target word

� Alignment Model

� Introduce a hidden alignment variable

� First proposed by Brown et. al 

� IBM Models
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IBM Models 1–5

� Model 1: Bag of words
� Unique local maxima

� Efficient EM algorithm (Model 1–2)

� Model 2: General alignment: 

� Model 3: fertility: n(k | e)

� Model 4: Relative distortion, word classes

� Model 5: Extra variables to avoid deficiency

a(epos | f pos,elength, f length )
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IBM Model 1

� Basic idea: pick a source for each word, update co-
occurrence statistics, repeat
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IBM Model 1 (Brown 93)

� a hidden vector called an alignment specifies which English source is 
responsible for each French target word.
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Word Translation
� Simple Exercise

� How to translate a word “Haus” in German?

� Dictionary look up:

Haus: house, building, home, household, shell

� But there could be Multiple translations: some more frequent 

than others

� How do we determine probabilities for possible candidate 

translations?

Translation of Haus Count

house 8,000

building 1,600

home 200

household 150

shell 50

Slides 24 to 55
are provided by Dr. 

Declan Groves

[ Groves, D.] 
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Estimate Translation Probabilities

� Use relative frequencies to estimate probabilities

P(s|t) = 0.8, if t = house

0.16, if t = building

0.02, if e = home

0.015, if e = household

0.005, if e = shell

Translation of Haus Count

house 8,000

building 1,600

home 200

household 150

shell 50

Total 10,000
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Alignment

1                    2               3               4

das    Haus    ist    klein

the    house    is     small
1                 2                   3                 4
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Reordering

klein     ist     das   Haus

the    house    is     small
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One-to-many, one-to-none

das     Haus   ist   klitzeklein

the    house    is     very small

das     Haus   ist       klein

house   is       small
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Inserting words

NULL  das     Haus   ist       klein

the    house    is     just   small
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Translation Process as String Re-Writing

SMT Translation Model takes these alignment characteristics into account:

John did not slap the green witch

John not slap slap slap the green witch

John no daba una botefada la verde bruja

John no daba una botefada a la verde bruja

John no daba una botefada a la bruja verde

One-to-many, many-to-none

FERTITLITY

TRANSLATION

INSERTION

Reordering

DISTORTION

IBM Model 3
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Translation Model Parameters (1/3)
� Translation Model takes these characteristics into account, modelling 

them using different parameters.

� t: Lexical / word-to-word translation parameters

� t(house|Haus)

� t(building|Haus)…

� i.e. what is the probability that “Haus” will produce the English word 

house/building whenever “Haus” appears?

� n: Fertility parameters

� n(1|klitzklein)

� n(2|klitzklein) …

� i.e. what is the probability that “klitzklein” will produce exactly 1/2…

English words?
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Translation Model Parameters (2/3)
� d: Distortion parameters

� d(3|2)

� i.e. what is the probability that the German word in position 2 of the 

German sentence will generate an English word that ends up in position 

2/3 of an English translation?

� p : We also have word-translation parameters corresponding to 

insertions:

� t( just | NULL) = ?

� i.e. what is the probability that the English word just is inserted into the 

English string?
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Translation Model Parameters: 

Insertion  

� p: set a single parameter p1 and use it as follows:

� Assign fertilities to each word in the German string

� At this point we are ready to start translating these German words into English 

words

� As each word is translated, we insert an English word into the target string with 

probability p1

� The probability p0 of not inserting an extra word is given as: p0 = 1 – p1
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Summary of Translation Model 

Parameters

FERTITLITY

TRANSLATION

INSERTION

DISTORTION

n Table plotting source words 
against fertilities

t Table plotting source words 
against target words

p1 Single number indicating the 
probability of insertion

d Table plotting source string 
positions against target string 
positions
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Learning Translation Models
� How can we automatically acquire parameter values for t, n, d

and p from data?

� If we had a set of source language strings (e.g.  German) and for 

each of those strings a sequence of step-by-step rewritings into 

English… problem solved!

� Fairly unlikely to have this type of data

� How can collect estimates from non-aligned data?

� Expectation Maximization Algorithm (EM)

� We can gather information incrementally, each new piece helping us build 

the next.
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Expectation Maximization Algorithm
� Incomplete Data

� If we had complete data, we could estimate the model

� If we had a model we could fill in the gaps in the data

� i.e. if we had a rough idea about which words 
correspond, then we could use this knowledge to infer 

more data

� EM in a nutshell:

� Initialise model parameters (i.e. uniform)

� Assign probabilities to the missing data

� Estimate model parameters from completed data

� Iterate
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Translation Model & Parameters
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Translation Model & Parameters:
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Translation Model & Parameters:
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Translation Model & Parameters:
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Translation Model & Parameters:
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How to learn TM parameters?
� Answer: from alignments

� French – English, translation model is English-French (i.e. P(F|E) 

)

� What is we don’t have alignments?

� Infer alignments automatically;  if we have a rough idea about which 

words correspond, we can use this knowledge to infer more 
alignments

1            2             3         4       5          6

La chambre bleue est très petite 

The blue room is very small
1        2          3       4       5          6

1        2            3          4    5      6        7    8 9

Le salon rouge est à côté de la cuisine

The red room is beside the kitchen
1        2         3        4        5            6            7

t(chambre | room) =

t(salon | room) =

t(le | the) =

t(la | the) =

n(1 | is) =

n(2 | is) =

n(1 | beside) =

n(2 | beside) =

d(2 | 2) =  

d(3 | 2) =

d(5 | 5) =

d(6 | 5) =

0.5

0.5

0.3

0.6

1.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

0.0

1.0

1.0

0.5

TRANSLATION FERTILITY DISTORTION
Number of times “room” is 
aligned with “chambre” %
Number of times “room”

occurs
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Expectation Maximization Algorithm 

(EM)
� EM Algorithm consists of two main steps:

� Expectation-Step: Apply model to the data

� Parts of the model are hidden (here: alignments)

� Using the model, assign probabilities to possible values

� Maximization-Step: Estimate the model from the data

� Take currently assigned values as fact

� Collect counts (weighted by probabilities)

� Estimate model from counts

� Iterate these steps until convergence

� To apply EM we need to be able to:

� Expectation-Step:  compute probability of alignments

� Maximization-Step:  collect counts
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Expectation Maximization Algorithm 

(EM)
� EM in a nutshell:

� Initialise model parameters (i.e. uniform) 

� initialisation

� Assign probabilities to the missing data 

� calculate P(a,f|e) and P(a|ef)

� Estimate model parameters from completed data 

� calculate new values of t from fractional counts

� Iterate

� Start off ignoring fertility, distortion and insertion parameters and 

try to estimate translation (lexical) parameters only

� IBM Model 1(IBM Models 1 – 5)
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EM Step 1:  Initialise Parameters
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EM Step 1: 

Initialise Parameters

t(la|the) = 1/3 t(la|house)= 1/3

t(maison|the)= 1/3 t(maison|house)= 1/3

t(bleue|the)= 1/3 t(bleue|house) = 1/3

t(la|blue)= 1/3

t(bleue|blue)= 1/3

t(la|house)= 1/3

� Given 3 sentence pairs

� the blue house <-> la maison bleue

� the house <-> la maison

� the <-> la 

� As we have no seed alignments, we have to 

consider all possible alignments.

� Set t parameters uniformly:
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EM Step 2: 

Compute P(a,f|e)
t(la|the) = 1/3 t(la|house)= 1/3

t(maison|the)= 1/3 t(maison|house)= 1/3

t(bleue|the)= 1/3 t(bleue|house) = 1/3

t(la|blue)= 1/3

t(maison|blue)= 1/3

t(bleue|blue)= 1/3
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EM Step 2: 

Normalise P(a,f|e) to yield P(a|e,f)

� From previous step:

� Normalize P(a,f|e) values to yield P(a|e,f) (normalize by 

sum of probabilities of possible alignments for the source 

string in question):

P(a1,f|e) = 1/27 P(a7,f|e) = 1/9

P(a2,f|e) = 1/27 P(a8,f|e) = 1/9

P(a3,f|e) = 1/27 P(a9,f|e) = 1/3

P(a4,f|e) = 1/27

P(a5,f|e) = 1/27

P(a6,f|e) = 1/27

only 1 alignment, therefore P(a9|e,f) will always be 1
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EM Step 3: 

Collect Fractional Counts

� Collect fractional counts for each translation pair (i.e. for 

each translation pair, sum values of P(a|e,f) where the word pair 

occurs):
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EM Step 3: 

Normalize Fractional Counts

� Normalize fractional counts to get revised parameters 
for t
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Step 4 Iterate: 
Repeat Step 2

� Given our new parameter values,  re-compute the probability 
of each of the possible alignments P(a,f|e):
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2nd Iteration:
Step 2 Normalise P(a,f|e)

� Normalize P(a,f|e) values to yield P(a|e,f):
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2nd Iteration: 

Step 3 Collect Fractional Counts

� Collect fractional counts for each translation pair
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2nd Iteration:

Step 3 Normalize Fractional Counts

� Normalize fractional counts to get revised parameters 

for t
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EM: Convergence
� After the second iteration, are t values are:

� We continue EM until our t values converge

� It is clear to see already, after 2 iterations, how some translation 

candidates are (correctly) becoming more likely then others
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Table Representation of Alignment

� Aligned translated sentences

nous acceptons votre opinion .

we accept your view .
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Alignment Error Rate

� Alignment Error Rate

Sure align.

Possible align.

Predicted align.

=

=

=  

From [1]
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Beyond IBM Model 1
� Previous example shows how EM can be used to 

calculate lexical parameters

� IBM Model 1

� But what about fertility, distortion & insertion 

parameters?

� Need more complex models (IBM Models 2 – 5)

� IBM Model 2 involves both word translations and adds absolute 
reordering (distortion) model

� IBM Model 3: adds fertility model

� IBM Model 4: relative reordering model

� IBM Model 5: Fixes deficiency
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Problems with IBM Model 1

� Improve the reordering of the MT output
We see that you have a large amount of  suspicious yellow powder

We see that have you amount a large of  white powder suspicious

���� ا�� ����� ����� �� ���ء �
	�ق ����ه�     ��� ان ��Arabic	� رأ
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~ N! possible reordering

(12! = 479 million permutations)

~ Data Sparsity big problem

~ Particularly difficult when source

and target language order differs a lot

Distortion Model for English/Farsi

� Improve the reordering of the MT output

We see that you have a large amount of  suspicious yellow powder

We see that you a amount large of powder yellow suspicious have

�% ��$ار ز��د" از  �&' �� (�)���� ��$�Farsi  ..�در -,�$ ��+�* دار
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Adjectives and Possessives

� Adjectives appear after the noun

� Possessives appear after the nouns they 

modify

He has dark skin and dark eyes and dark hair. 

  .او .�-� ���0 و �2&�ن ���0 و ��" ���0 دارد
He skin  dark and eyes dark and hair dark has.
         

Where is your friend from?

��ن از �4� ه
�؟ �دو-
Friend your from where is?
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Verbs in Farsi/Dari

� Normal Declarative sentences  are structured 
as SOV
� Subject (S) + Object (O) + Verb  (V)

I got here last Friday.
�� ا�(4� �6$م'�9 78&: ��.

I Friday last here got.

� But it’s always not the case

We see   that you have a large amount of a suspicious yellow powder

  $��% ��$ار ز��د" از �% .�در -,�$ ��+�* دار �&' �� (�)���� ��.
We see   that you a amount large of a powder white suspicious have
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Addressing Reordering

� We can address reordering by weighting the alignments with 

word jumps
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Many Different Algorithms Have been 

Proposed for Reordering

� Block orientation [Tillman, 2004]

� Outbound, Inbound, Pair [ Al-Onaizan and 

Papinneni, 2006]

� Distance based – [Berger, 1996]

� Source side reordering with N-best reordered source 
sentence [Kanthak, et. al. 2005] 

� Using syntax on source side [Li, et.al, 2007]

� Hierarchical phrases [Galley and Manning, 2008]
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Can We Further Improve Alignments?

� Combining Direction based alignment has 

been explored [Och and Ney, 2004, Zens et al, 

2004; Liang et al, 2006]

Example figures from [Och and Ney, 2004]
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Related Work 
� (Och and Ney, 2003) add links that are adjacent to intersection 

links

� (Koehn et. al, 2003) add diagonal neighbors

� (Liang et. al, 2006) jointly trained to maximize likelihood and 
agreemtn of alignments

� (Necip et. al,  2004) combine alignments based on various 
resources such as POS, dependency and do supervised training

� (Zens et al, 2004) Using statistics from the other direction 

� Most of the combination methods are based on heuristics

� Why combination (symmetrization) ?

� Makes up for model assumption of 1:m

� Quite simple if heuristic based methods used

� Works most of the time
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Heuristic Based Methods

� Common practice

� Combine two sets of alignments

� Train word alignments in two directions: E�F, F�E

� Phrase table and/or rule training

� Common Combination Methods

� Intersection

� Union

� Growing Heuristics

� Och Refined Heuristics
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(From Koehn ’04)

Intersection (I) Union (U)

E����F F����E

Example figures from [Och and Ney, 2004]
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Recall

Precision

Word Alignment

∩∩∩∩: Intersection : fewer links

U: Union : more links

Optimal Combined Alignment

Optimal?
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(Koehn et al, 2004)[Koehn, et. al, 2003]
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Alignment Heuristics
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